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part 1: THE SHIT TAlKER TAlKS:  
(the processor, naught.) 

“COMPROMISER EVEN-KEELER LOUDMOUTH REGRETTER ENVY 
BITCH RELAY RACER SYSTEMS MAKER TERRITORY PISSER  
KEEPER HOLDER OWNER RELATIVIST MASCULINIST  
INDIVIDUALIST TERRITORY TREADER RUNNING FOR EVERY-
THING I CAN GET FROM EVERYTHING YOU LITTLE FUCKER.1  
GIVING COMPULSIVELY. GIVING HOW GIVING SHOULD. ACTING 
HOW ACTING SHOULD. SCOLDING. HOLDING UP A MASCULINIST  
ETHICAL SYSTEM THAT REQUIRES FINE LINES, RIGHTS WRONGS, 
AND CONSTANT ORDERING. TRAMPLING ETHICAL SYSTEM THEN 
RUNNING BACK TO REBUILD, TRAMPLING THEN REBUILDING. 
OMMITTED RELATIVISM AS SISSY SWAYBACK. TELLING MYSELF 
I’M A VICTIM OF NOT GETTING THE FANTASY THAT YOU TOOK 
FROM ME (BUT COULDN’T HAVE TAKEN FROM ME). KNOWING 
I’M NEGLECTING THE REALITY I DECIDED ON YESTERDAY. CRE-
ATING VICTIM DEN FOR MYSELF. NOT KNOWING WHEN TO RISE 
AGAINST AND FIX THE GOOD AND WHEN TO LEAVE AND LET 
LEAVE. I DO MEAN LEAVE. LUSTING CHANGE HATING CHANGE.TO 
BLAME YOU FOR NOT GIVING ME WHAT YOU NEVER HAD TO GIVE 
ME. FOR BEING SPOILED BABY OVER AND OVER. FOR FIGHTING 
FOR IDEALS AND DISMISSING THE EXPERIENCE BEFORE ME. FOR  
CREATING A FANTASY THAT I CANNOT LIVE WITH. DOUBLE  
BINDING MY MASCULINE FEMININE. SLICE THE BODY THE MIND 
THINKS IT WILL RETHINK. BODY IS A HAMBURGER. SHAPE ME 
SHIFT ME SHAME ME LIFT ME. I TOOK IT OFF. MASOCHISTIC 
MASS SASS SHITFACT YOU ARE SHITFACTORY FACTFACTORY 
MASS PRODUCE BLASPHEMY. MY SEXIST BLOOD HATES YOUR  
QUIET VOICE. MY FEAR HATES YOUR FEAR. MY SHAME SLOUCH-
ES AGAINST YOUR BEAUTY. MY HABIT OF UNDERSTANDING MY-
SELF IN TERMS OF YOU AND YOU AND YOU AND YOU AND YOU 
AND YOU. MY OTHERING OF MYSELF. MY DUTIFUL HABIT WHERE 
I ESTABLISH YOUR RIGHTNESS AND WRONGNESS IN MY MIND 
AND THEN CROSS IT OUT. THEN DO IT AGAIN. THEN CROSS IT  
OUT AGAIN.”

part 4: SOME KIND OF DIPlOMACY.  
UN-MENDED BATTlES IN PROGRESS. 

while someone (but not only one) in lebanon is seized with stress  
because bombs and gunfire have been going off for days 
 my dog walks jerkily from the right to the left  
diving forward headfirst to flee the leash for safety because  
fireworks above bombard-showering blasts in irregular, casual timing 
dragging celebration out like a body on a rope   
it is 27 july on the cover of the new york times condoleezza rice looks 
almost emotional  she has a stiff arm raised, bent at the elbow so that 
her hand’s backside lays stiffly against her forehead. a bastard sign 
for distress exhausted by the resolution to keep bombing?  
i think for the first time that maybe she has a capacity for not-machine, 
maybe a small peep hole to emotion  i think,   if she 
broke down   
 her masculinity would land in a dull, fucking heavythud.  a 
sound with no reverberation.  i sit in one of two too-large  
upholstered chairs placed at each side of my stove so that the fabrics 
catch anything that splatters—greese splat, fish sauce splat, crotch 
splat, all splat—plus the dirty slick from underside my shoes if i step-
ladder up on its arm to pull bottled cooking things down  
 my mother calls just 5 minutes after returning the dog home  from 
the firework terror where she (dog) fled to the backest end of my  
apartment which burrows, front to back, away from sunlight  and  
manages 20ft 2in of darkness out of 34ft 4in of narrow stretch  
 seconds on the phone with my mother and i’m wedged out of 
my newly contrived joy and pity no one except myself, for the  
feeling of excrutiating pain  
 at hearing my mother describe another scenario of her regret  
which often results from her (self-described) counter-intuitive error 
and stands as her explanation for her current bad situation she’s sure 
she would have prevented if she’d just acted on some sharply important  
first-impulse. 
 the very moments before she’s described this, I was light on my 
feet like the pavement was made of meringue and the air was buoyant or 
something  
I was feeling especially good because I’d contrived joy very deliberately 
countering my own rage that came before the phone call, before the 
good feeling, before the dog was returned to safe zone. 
for the first 5 minutes of walking the dog  
 all i wanted was to yank the fucking leash so hard i could 
scare or shame my dog out of fear because I was burning in anger from 
just wanting my dog  to stop fearing the fucking danger-less  
fireworks to stop shaking, yanking my arm forward, failing to shit when 
it was time for shitting—

  D I P l O M A C Y :  
  A N  I N N E R / P E R S O N A l  B A T T l E 
p r i v a t e < > s t r e t c h e s > < p u b l i c

by Bruce Wiest

1 An unplanned portion of autoerotic s/m dialogue; myself to myself (for  
Luce Irigiray)
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her phone call fell just minutes after  
i’d managed to interrupt my volleying match with myself  
where i hated my dog then hated myself for hating my dog 
then shamed myself for all the things i could think of that i thought 
caused me to hate my dog until i managed to contrive 
the joy that i’m telling you, was thick and light all at the same time 
and seized up all the angermob, and that I’m telling you, talking to her 
wedged at  
 so the joy came because I constructed a bridge of words, hinged  
together like lover elbows    I repeated to myself: I will not 
succumb to the gravity of gloom, I will not succumb to the gravity of 
gloom… 
I get sick of needing these phrasings, sing song latches that pull me out 
of regular rages that I keep silent and private more often than not.  
and this may be the best way of dealing with a rage that falls alongside 
Lebanon bombings and Iraqi bombings and heat wave deaths, but nears 
these events only in time, and in no other ways. but maybe it isn’t. 
the conversation with my mother edges me near the dog rage feeling  
then thoughts of object-relations freudian cum chodorow theoretical ex-
planations of my anger anger me more and I am put again in need of a 
diplomatic bridge, a sturdy span between my battles and joy  
I ended the conversation with my mother quickly, something like  
spitting on a candle flame. I leave a crack open for compassion to  
slip in and settle amongst my irritability with her. and I think of the  
meringue feeling. 

part 3:  
   INNER DIPlOMACY 
I AM MY OWN AUDIENCE    &  
I AM MY OWN PERFORMER

Q: How do i tear holes in the blanket? 
(there can be no tears in the blanket, stupid)

A: (applause)

Q: how to applaud the current situation?  
  Q: how to applaud a matter of  
accident? 
 Q: how to applaud the lovely? 
Q: how does applause become violent? 
 Q: how does approval become violent? 
Q: which is more violent? alienation or solic-
ited approval? A: (applause) 
 Q: who is more violent? the resigned  
 subordinate succumbing violence or the  
 aggressor violenting? Q: is the first even 
 violence? A: (applause) 
Q: how do you liquefy rightness? A: how do you 
welcome scared? A: (applause)  
Q: how do I puncture lunatic? Q: how do i  
deflate flattery? A: how do i succumb to  
plunder? 

part 22:  
THE MOTIVATIONAl  
SPEAKER ADDRESSES THE  
GlUTTON:  

10 Reasons Not To Date A Trickster:  
10 Reasons to Love a Trickster Quickly:

1  there can never be enough of you for a  
trickster to consume

2  you will become tragically defined, trapped 
between boundaries you didn’t know you’d 
formed; boundaries the trickster will tap dance 
across. you will think it feels good because a 
blowjob feels good, even in prison.

3  trickster plus a trickster equals...

4  I told you so fuckface 

part 5:  P.S.  INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
AN INTENTION 

what do I have to say? 
the other one isn’t better 
the better bit the best 
the best begins too many beginnings.

water my solitude 
and put your dirty rag 
under the over  
then splendor-tie me 
to the backs of my enemy.
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I never carried a rifle 

on my shoulder 

or pulled a trigger. 

All I have 

is a lute’s melody, 

A brush to paint my dreams, 

A bottle of ink.

All I have 

Is unshakeable faith 

And an infinite love 

for my people in pain.

—Tawfiq Zayyad

 
EAST JERUSAlEM, WEST JERUSAlEM
In West Jerusalem I got a haircut and art supplies, in East Jerusalem, cab-
bage salads and Greek salads and hummous, fabric for costumes for the 
kids at Aida Refugee camp, and rest. Samia is the Palestinian-American 
abstract artist who invited us all here, this international group of Artists 
Against the Occupation, and her company is a gift. Samia identifies as a 
Marxist and she knows so much history I feel I am only grasping the tee-
niest pieces when she speaks. Next week when we return to the city she 
will take me to the outside of her grandparents’ former home (to which 
she still carries the deed), where she lived until Al Nakba in 1948 when 
she was 11 and her family fled to Lebanon.
 The names of massacres appear on maps and fall quickly from peo-
ple’s tongues. Deir Yassin, Gaza, Jenin, Tulkarm; I acknowledge that they 
are not just the names of massacres, they are places where people live 
and cook and giggle and argue and write poetry.
 Here in East Jerusalem the markets and restaurants are empty and 
waiters have PhD’s. Everybody speaks Arabic but the ketchup and the 
soda, the laundry detergent and the boxes of oranges, all of that’s writ-
ten on in Hebrew, apparently since Oslo. People say these places will be 
busier next week when Ramadan begins and Muslims from all over come 
to Jerusalem. Meanwhile, internationals like me are passing through on 
our way to the territories, as olive harvest has just begun. There’s this 
hopelessness in the air—I don’t acknowledge that because it’s what I  
expected, I acknowledge it because I can taste it—and that hopeless-
ness is so strongly contradictory to the meticulous stone architecture 
and overflowing landscape, desert trees heavy with olives and dates and 
pomegranates. 
  Tomorrow Freda and I will head to Beit Jala and from there to Aida 
camp, where we’re gonna make costumes and put on a skit with a bunch 
of kiddos in an after school theater project. I have no idea what a refugee 
camp looks like; no idea what to expect.

MY WEAPON IS MY BODY
Ten days in the West Bank & the images alive in my head tonight are the 
mounds of dust from destroyed homes that have become quiet streets in 
destroyed Jenin, and the old old man outside Aida Refugee Camp who 

laid down in front of an olive tree more ancient than the reign of the  
Ottoman Empire and said to the soldiers and settlers and their guns and 
bulldozers, “No more! If you take this tree, you take me with it.” 
 I see that the West Bank has been separated into open-air prisons, so 
that while Ramallah may be less than an hour from Bethlehem, it is un-
reachable. The reality of what is happening here is horrifying. There are 
the incursions and the massacres that make the papers and summon the 
internationals, but overall the occupation happens in increments, so that 
first a roadblock becomes normal, and then it is a checkpoint, and then a 
checkpoint becomes normal, and then it is the Wall. 
 I struggle with how to articulate the awful, reminding myself that 
it is important not victimize people. It’d be inaccurate, anyway. True, 
it’s virtually impossible for most Palestinians to go to Jerusalem for art 
supplies or books or a cup of coffee. But 23 youth from Aida Camp last  
summer toured 20 cities in France with their play We are the Children  

of the Camp; my new performer friend Khalid just returned from the 
Arabic Int’l Festival for Children in Jordan; many youth I meet are study-
ing English or French, film editing or karate or painting. A social worker 
from the YMCA in Jenin said to me yesterday, “We are a capable people, 
helping us with charities and with money, this is not really what we need. 
We need rights. People say they want peace, but there cannot be peace 
without rights.” 
 There can be no peace between occupier and occupied.
 There are the truths that I knew before I arrived here, of the wall 
and the bulldozers, the identity cards and the guns, and they are what 
led me here to Palestine after a childhood filled with visits to Israel. I 
think of the myths of making the desert bloom and a land without people 
for a people without land; I think of how initially painful it was when I 
began a few years ago to look beyond the histories I’d been taught. But 
being here, with the lives of Samia and Ibrahim, Fatten, Salem, Abed, 
and Iklas as real and as 3-dimensional as those of Eli and Ray and Erika 
back home, I am forced to peel back another whole layer of myth, and 
that is extremely painful. That I spoke about this struggle only as the oc-
cupation that began in ‘67, that now seems so shallow and uninformed. 
Should Israel return to ‘67 borders, that’d still leave all the residents of 
Aida Camp, Dheisheh Camp, Balata Camp, Jenin Camp—and so many 
others that I haven’t yet seen—as refugees, and without human rights.
 What is most bizarre in the midst of all of this is how joyful I feel. 
Nighttime comes early here and the beautiful waxing Ramadan moon is 
the brightest thing in the sky and I feel so happy to be just where I am. 
Two days ago at the International Arts Center in Bethlehem, there was 
a roundtable discussion for artists and everyone introduced themselves: 
Ali and Rowan and Vera, Palestinian youth studying painting at the cen-
ter; Mazuko, a sculptor who remembered the impact of Artists Against 
Apartheid and began Artists Against Occupation with a one-woman ex-
hibit & a call to artists; Makiko, who’s translated Edward Said’s work into 
Japanese; Jun, whose huge video projections—21st-century graffiti— 
appear all over buildings in downtown Tokyo, shouting “End the Israe-
li Occupation of Palestine”; Gustavo, Alberto, and Eresto, Mexican mu-
ral artists who’ve come here from Chiapas and Oaxaca and Mexico City 
to paint the wall; Freda, a Jewish installation artist from Montreal who, 

all I have is a bottle of ink

by deB shoval 
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like me, has used Passover as a metaphor to talk with Jews about the  
occupation. 
 The other night Khalid and I talked about his work in the theater 
and he said to me, “As an actor, I cannot have a weapon in my hand. My 
weapon is my oral expression, my body, my emotion. This is how I fight 
the occupation.”

SUNDAY EVENING AT THE CHECKPOINTS
Went this morning to Ramallah to see an opening of an art show at Birzeit 
University by a Palestinian-French artist, and then visited the beautiful 
Sakakini Art Center where Mahmoud Darwish (my poet dream-boat) has 
his office and a lot of art shows, classes, films are held. 
 Ramallah has become the capital of Palestine by default and is  
considered the most “like normal-life” of anywhere one can live these 
days in Palestine. Muhammad, the young sweetie who works at the hostel 
where I stay in East Jerusalem is from Ramallah, but barely returns. He 
said to me, “It was like New York City, you used to be able to get anything 
there... and so many coffee houses... but now there is nothing, no reason 
to go back.” 
 Population-wise, however, the city is exploding, as people from al-
ready walled-in Qalquilia and bulldozed Jenin pick up and move. This, of 
course, is a goal of the Israeli government, as those lands in the North 
have the long winter rains and most fertile soil, and this is—at least in 
part—a war about control of resources.. .
 After we eat, my comrade 70-year old Freda and I are sleepy and 
we decide to leave the others and head back to Jerusalem, 18 kilometers 
away. We take a taxi to Qalandia, checkpoint # 1, and we are herded like 
cattle into a mass of people who have already been waiting for two hours. 
This is a mostly Muslim population and it’s 4pm and it’s Ramadan, so 
these folks have not eaten all day long. Apparently this is the soldiers’ fa-
vorite game during this time of year, round ‘em up and make ‘em wait so 
that they cannot eat dates and break the fast with their families. I know I 
cannot do it justice with my words, the claustrophobic feeling, the panic 
of no way out, how fucking humiliating it feels. The Minister of Health 
for Ramallah was walled up next to me for a while, “Every day its like 
this” he told me. “Sometimes we walk right through, sometimes we wait 
5 hours, sometimes its closed for no reason. It is as if they think we have 
nothing else to do.” 
 On occasion the electronically controlled revolving door turns and 
one or two people are spewed out to have a one-on-one encounter with a 
soldier. Three hours pass, and its my turn.
 The Israeli boys with their guns scare the hell out of me; just two 
days ago a rifle was pointed at the head of a friend working with the In-
ternational Solidarity Movement as he went to pick olives in Nablus, and 
his companions were beaten up badly. But in the Israeli women I see my 
cousins, I see what my life could have been, I see myself. “Open your bag,” 
today’s sexy soldier says to me as I hand her my passport, and I know 
she’s the one with the gun, but I can’t help it, I say, “You can refuse, you 
know. Many people are refusing to serve.” 
 “I know what I am doing!” she yells at me. But she’s as young as my 
baby sister whose diapers I used to change and I am not intimidated by 
her. I think I am supposed to take this moment of confrontation very  
seriously, but her long black hair is so shiny and her dark eyes are so big 
and she has this crumb of chocolate cookie stuck in the corner of her 
mouth. The truth is I am picturing playing pool with her in the back 
of a bar, offering to buy her another glass of red wine. I look into her 
eyes and I say, “My father’s Israeli, and still I tell you, what you are doing  

is wrong.” 
 And then I walk away and I hold back tears because we still have two 
more taxis and another checkpoint to go before I can sit outside on the 
balcony of the hostel, look into the bright lights surrounding Damascus 
Gate, and cry.

THIS IS WHAT OCCUPATION lOOKS lIKE 
The bike path ends & the sun sets where the dirty Green River meets the 
Mediterranean Sea. I sit on a bench in the northeast corner of Israel’s 
beating heart, Tel Aviv, and I have to acknowledge that this is an insanely 
beautiful city.
 My first night in Tel Aviv I climb on the back of my cousin’s rockstar 
husband’s scooter and we fly southward all the way to Jaffa, where we 
walk through mazes of skinny stone streets until we emerge by the water. 
With the small boats lined up next to one another, the men quietly fish-
ing in the moonlight, we joke that this could be the set of a movie about 
Jesus. The architecture is some of the most beautiful I’ve seen in my life. 
There are gardens and lovers on the rooftops above us, but mainly the 
streets are empty. At a restaurant owned by Uri’s friend the chic gay chef, 
we eat grape leaves stuffed with seafood, lamb marinated in coffee, alco-
hol made of figs. These are gourmet versions of the food I have been eat-
ing for weeks, only here we order in Hebrew and pay a small fortune.
 In these days I think a lot about the fuzzy intersections between ap-
propriation, gentrification, and occupation. When there are thousands 
of soldiers, dozens of checkpoints, and bullet holes in the water tanks, 
that’s occupation. When you economically force people from their homes 
and then turn those homes into restaurants and artists’ lofts, that’s gen-
trification. And when the expressions of those people you no longer see 
become part of your daily language and their food a part of your daily 
diet, that’s appropriation. Or is it all occupation? I think a lot about my 
own life; I think a lot about the homes I’ve had in West Philadelphia and 
on New York’s Lower East Side.
 And meanwhile, in Tel Aviv, I flush paper down the toilet, I smoke 
joints and take long showers, I drink whiskey over ice in bars filled with 
queer women.
 I could ride a bicycle without stopping from Tel Aviv to Ramallah, 
but no one I speak to has been there within the last twenty years. Pal-
estinians are not mentioned at all in Tel Aviv except in the context of 
suicide bombings, “the only thing that keeps our life here from being 
perfect,” my sexy cool actress cousin tells me. It seems that there is a 
complete block on all that is Arab here but terrorism & cuisine, so that 
neither Palestinians nor their Arab neighbors are seen as artists or musi-
cians, athletes or feminists. 
 After four days, I return to East Jerusalem, exhausted. At the hos-
tel I crawl into the lap of a new friend who grew up in Guatemala in the 
80’s. He’s as horrified by this occupation as I am, but the guns and the 
tanks and the soldiers with their shaky hands are not new to him as they 
are to me. I whisper how sad and tired I feel after a month of looking and 
searching for the beauty that’s gonna overpower this beast, after asking 
every Israeli and Palestinian activist I meet what makes them hopeful, 
after visiting artists and community centers, making comparisons with 
the Mexican muralists between the struggles of the Palestinians with 
those of the Zapatistas. 
 “You came looking for a revolution,” my friend says to me. “But 
what’s happening here is not a revolution, it’s a war.”
 And there can be no peace between occupier and occupied.
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DEAR READER, 

This is a short story about how hard it has been for me to be accepted,  
not just as a person in general, but as a someone trying to live out a  
suppressed identity in a suppressed and marginalized community.
 I was born an intersexual; that means I was born with the genitals of 
both sexes. The good ol’ Penis and the good ol’ Vagina.
 This was in the late 70s and today I guess the doctors would have  
waited at least four or five years before the surgery. But in my case, they 
came up with a decision about my gender together with my parents and 
decided for me to be a girl.
 My parents wanted a girl, and well, now all of a sudden they had the  
opportunity to decide what they wanted.
 And now, being adult and everything, I’m no longer totally sure what  
I am.
 At the time I was going into puberty, I felt different but did not know 
in which way. 
 At the age of thirteen my parents told me that I had gone through a  
surgery as a baby, and I immediately understood the consequences of  
this tragedy.
 I didn’t develop breasts, so at the age of seventeen I started taking  
hormones.
 And I got breasts. Oh My!
 Actually I’m quite fond of being a woman, even though I’m a manhole  
inside somehow.

I have always been of the opinion that sexism can be countered simply by 
individual men and women changing the way they see the world, without 
the need of structural changes in the organization of society.

When I was younger I believed in androgyny and was reading a lot of  
Sandra Bem on this topic. She described androgynous people as indepen- 
dent and affectionate, assertive and understanding. I always used to love 
her almost Utopian vision that the androgynous person will come to  
define a more human standard of psychological help.
 Later I found it difficult with Bem’s unquestioning acceptance of  
traditional male qualities, such as the qualities of aggression, competi-
tiveness, leadership and so on.
 I’m perhaps most critical of the way the androgynous concept allow-
ed psychologists to ignore the power relationship between the sexes.
And I had lots of these mannish emotions.

I remember my sexuality as really intense when I was around six or  
seven years old.
 At the time I had a few friends, and I was in love with some of them. 
Sometimes I would accompany them home or linger in their neighbour-
hood until they appeared, and then I would turn up as if by accident to 
make them find me mystical and lovable.

I longed for physical contact but was much too shy to make a move. I  
remember I once shrank back when one of my classmates, a good-looking 
and fiery-eyed boy, reached between my legs; it made me totally shaky. I 
will still masturbate while thinking of this episode. I was really lonely as 
a kid and I admired girls from a distance and imagined rescuing them 
from sticky situations.
 I also remember a lady who lived close to our house whom I saw  
every morning on my way to school.
 She was pale, mysterious, and beautiful, about forty years old; I re-
member she was the helpless and unwilling slave of an evil man with a 
cruelly thin mustache. I hated this man.
  I dreamt that one day she would approach me, tell me her troubles, 
and I, with an elegant gesture, would reduce her tormentor’s power and 
set her free. I would dive into her hair and make love to her like no one 
ever had done before.
 But once, when I was hiding behind a bush, sneaking up on her from 
outside her bathroom window from where I could see her taking show-
ers, going to the toilet etc., she discovered me, opened the window and 
laughed at me. She said I was a foolish little girl and that I should go 
home to my dolls or something. I can’t remember exactly what she said, 
but my world collapsed and I started to hate her. In fact, I started to hate 
my surroundings.
 This was my first experience with such a strong feeling of hate to- 
ward my own body and other bodies.
 The contradiction is that I realised that this feeling of disgust against 
me and the outer world turned me on; my hate towards this woman and 
her man was a hate strong enough to make me desire them even more.

This feeling of misanthropy has followed me until today.

As I grew older I started to accept that I was a woman and that I was sex-
ually attracted to both sexes, but I knew I was kind of gay cause I liked 
men, but preferred to have sex with women.
 The last five years I have tried every kind of sexual activity one can 
possibly imagine.
 But the last year I’ve been dedicated to celibacy and that’s why I  
decided to write this short story as a contribution to the LTTR for readers  
over-seas.
 My current situation is at a very balanced level.  
 Mentally and emotionally.
 I will come back to this in the end.

I will tell a story about a boy I met in Thailand, and how it made  
me change my egotistical and self-centered way of interacting with  
other people.
 Because at this time I had no particular deep relationships with any-
one, but I had over fifty sex-partners.
 Looking back at it now I was undoubtedly one of the last man- 

The doghouse is a small house but  
its better than no house at all

by leander djønne 
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woman/womanman of my generation to love myself sufficiently little to 
be able to love someone else. There is no love in individual freedom, nor in  
Independence. This is quite simply a lie, and one of the crudest lies  
you can imagine. Love is only in the desire of annihilation, fusion, the  
disappearance of the individual, in what sort of could be called an  
oceanic feeling.

I became attached to Sveku Relti during the two months I knew him. 
A young man of twenty-five, father from Laos, mother from north of  
Thailand. I met him one hot evening on the steps of of the Rama IV  
Monument.
 He was a curious mixture with his apparently conventional moral 
values and deep personal unhappiness.
 Every time we met we fell into an extremely intense pattern of argu-
ing. He said he wanted money because he was poor and I was a rich Farang.  
I said are you a money-boy then? No! How could you think such a thing, 
he said.
 I tried to tell him that I was also from a poor family, they had also 
been ordinary factory workers. It was clear he could see no connection 
between the experience of a foreigner in Bankok and the life of his own 
family in a wooden hut on a small piece of land in the little village of 
Sanamchaiyaket.
 He had never been loved. He felt his mother had been given an ulti-
matum between his father and had chosen her husband over her son. He 
knew neither how to give nor how to accept affection.
 He quarreled with all his friends. He got good jobs, but left them be- 
cause he would fight with the manager, the boss, anyone with authority.. . 
 There was a deep sadness in him. Sometimes when he telephoned, 
his voice, which was very beautiful, betrayed an inner desolation that 
moved me and made me want to see him.
 On other occasions he would come to my room and sit absorbed in 
frightful TV films like Predator 2 dubbed into Thai. Then he would say
you forget me, forget my name! If I see you again, do not speak to me!
 There was a strange ambiguity about his sexuality. For a long time 
we did not discuss it. He hardly touched me, just a brief normal hand-
shake when we met. He always sat at a distance. On the bus we always  
sat apart.
 In the restaurant he joked that perhaps he would prefer another  
table. He said you do not understand Thais. They think bad things. EVIL 
THOUGHTS.
 We are haunted by demons. You do not understand. You’re a manhole!  
 I laughed at him. I’m a straight bad motherfucker Thai-bastard.  
Often did we used to have such funny disputes.
 He was often very tiring to be with.
 I would feel drained and exhausted by his emotional silences, his 
sulky resentments, which were not really directed at me, I understood 
that, but were aimed at the absent humanity of his deprived childhood.
 One time we met he was troubled and unsmiling. He said I have a 
problem. I assumed this was a prelude to a request for money. But I had 
misjudged him, not for the first time. He spoke hesitantly. He said I do 
not know what I am, if I like men or women. I cannot do sex. I thought 
he was referring to impotence. In fact it turned out, he had a very tight 
foreskin which would not release the head of the penis, so that sex was 
impossibly painful for him. This secret, together with his feeling of exclu-
sion and having been unloved, had only deepened his sense of inferiority 
and fed his defensive aggressiveness.
 I felt very close to him and was very touched. I said to him, you 

know this isn’t really a problem. It can easily be set right. A small  
operation. It will take only a few days, and you’ll be fine. He said How can 
I spend money on such things. I offered to pay for the operation. I will 
come to the hospital with you. No, he said, I shy. He frequently pretended 
his English was inadequate when he was embarrassed. He clearly regret-
ted having spoken, and wouldn’t discuss the matter any further.
 The day after we met he told me that he had decided to leave the city. 
He would stay with his mother and work at the Wella Shampoo factory 
for 80 bath a day.
 I laughed at him saying that he wouldn’t be able to practise his  
English there. He said I am bored, unhappy and lonely here. You do not 
understand Thai people. My mother needs me. She is old. She cannot see. 
Tomorrow I am leaving on the early bus.
 OK, I said nonchalantly. Maybe I’ll see you tomorrow. I smiled. He 
said sleep well.
 I never saw him again.

HERE’S AN EXTRACT FROM MY DIARY WHIlE I WAS  
IN THAIlAND. 
22.12.01 

Thinking about my first girlfriend’s mother and her opinion on porn.  
She always said that if true equality between the male and female is to  
be achieved, we cannot ignore the threat to equality resulting from ex-
posure to audiences of certain types of violent and degrading materials. 
God, she was stupid.

I’m so tired of Sveku Relti. He’s tearing my inner soul out. It’s too much 
post trauma for me to cope with.
 I’m still affected by my adolescence, the smell of guttle, the madness, 
the total insanity, the craziness, oh my! Damn, this a mad situation.
 I’m outside the other self. I’m a whisper, a tiny piece of matter.  
A particle.
 Can we not become gods you and I since we’ve been killed, slaugh-
tered, raped an destroyed, harassed and patronised.
 Hey why should I give a fuck when they don’t... um.
 Well, as I see it it is all a question about inner peace. Hehe, you 
laugh. It has a bad sound to it.
 Well, I’m just the voice of good ol’-dirty-fuck-you-you-are-manure-
fuck-you-forever.

When pigs fly, the patriarchal stereotypes, the lesbian wash it all away 
orgy, the oyster festival, the pseudo-male, the animistic and narcissistic 
body, all the tendencies I see around me, can’t you see it. It’s the problem 
of our over qualified Marxist vortex aftermath.
 What in myself and in Sveku and in everyone else I see is the man-
nish lesbian, the butch lesbian, the dyke, while they, (the bitches) delib-
erately ignore the the femme lesbian, the woman whose body in no way 
presents itself to the straight world as different or deviant.

The abject, the stereo-typed mannish/ animistic/ auto-erotic lesbian/  
homosexual body craving like restless children away from home to trans-
gress the border of gender socialization, luring other women or men to 
its side, tempting them the promise of deviant pleasures.
 The size of the clitoris.
 The self-reflecting mirror.
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 Oh, my. Who am I and why do feel so desolate. When love touches 
me I tear it apart. When love touches me I can’t reach it cause I don’t  
exist. I’m darkness.

I feel like they are telling me, screaming at me, hey bitch, listen
 If you gonna do this for real you better cut off your hair, better wear 
sand shoes, jeans or boiler suit, flannel shirt. You better reject every form 
of makeup.
 Tomboy.
 Come on bitch, lets frame the lesbian fashion.

The leatherdyke community. Can’t you see it? It’s everywhere. I see it 
everywhere.

I’s so hard to be honest. The same day I first met Sveku I bought a book 
at a stand beside the Rama IV monument. It’s a book called From The 

Laws of the Sun and it’s written by Ryuho Okawa. I have no idea who he 
is, guess he’s some kind of a nihilistic Buddhist monk. But I like his defi-
nition of spiritual love.
 “Spiritually nurturing love is an intellectual love, a reasoning love. 
Only a person with high intellect can understand the true state of human-
ity and society; only a person with superior reasoning can understand all 
the problems, take the necessary steps to resolve them, and truly guide  
others. People who embody this nurturing love must sometime use it 
with the burning passion of the true teacher to save the spiritually  
degenerate and lead them back to the right path.”

Why can’t I find this spiritual love. Shit. I have hated mankind for as long 
as I can remember. Yes, I have hated it since the beginning, and as mis-
fortune makes one nasty, I think I now hate it even more. For me spiri-
tual love is masturbation. Because masturbation is to make love with 
someone one truly loves. But even here I fail.

THIS lITERAllY EXPlAINS MY CONFUSED EMOTIONS  
AT THE TIME. 

I have sex with all sorts of faggots, and I’m WomanMan lesbian. And you 
think you’re confused?
 How did this happen to a manhole, a lesbian, a man, a woman who  
maintained a spotless record as a militant lesbian separatist for eight 
years, a manwoman/womanman who only had sex with three men- 
women/womenmen (once a piece) before coming out.
 And Coming out was a bit different since I was not just a man; inside 
I was gay.
 Hey, I said to myself, fuck it I’m worthless, that’s where it is. That’s 
where it is now.
 You and your practical metaphysics, you’re the neopositivist and  
you’re eager to establish a context-free truth about reality “out there” by 
following a research protocol and getting responses relevant to it, mini-
mizing researcher influence and other sources of “bias.”
 Fuck the canon of the interview.
 It’s rather time to discuss what perhaps most people understand as 
the core issues of social research.
 Which is what?
 My sexual-life what is that and why is it so that I went with some 

friends of mine to a club called Club Rectum.
 I felt a bit lonely after my friends had been picked up by some other  
people. A handsome man came over and presented himself as Sharon and 
asked if I could fist him.
 I answered that I had no experience with such a performance and 
that he had to show me what to do.
 That was fine by him.
 We went down to the basement and encountered something that 
looked like Catacombs.
 He laid down on a couch and wrapped his arms around his thighs 
and held them apart. My first handful of grease melted right into his ass.
 It was like feeding a hungry animal - an animal that talked back. He 
gave me such careful instruction about when to push and when to pull 
back that I came into him easily, I can’t remember how deep. It seemed 
like miles. I came to at one point and realized just how vulnerable he was, 
this big man clutching his thighs and groaning uncontrollably because I 
was so far inside him. The wall of his gut hugged my hand and forearm, 
smoother and softer and more fragile than anything I’d ever touched  
before. I know I got wet.
 After this I’ve been a regular at hand balling parties.

All of my combined experiences have resulted in a lifestyle that doesn’t fit 
the homosexual stereotype. (If anything perhaps the transsexual).
 I have lived with a woman for four years, at the same time I have had 
lots of casual sex with women. Once in a while, I have causal sex with gay 
men. I had a three year relationship with a homosexual man who doesn’t 
use the term gay. And I call myself a lesbian. And I’m a man?
 Why just not identify as trans-bi? That’s a complicated question. For 
a while I thought I was Trans-bi phobic.
 I see myself today more as a trans-fag hag.
 A person I met at a hand balling party used to say Today fag hags 
and dyke daddies are as likely to be gay themselves as the objects of their  
admiration.. .

I see every relation to the immanent world as a relation to everything of 
the Higher Cosmic power. The Logarithmic Spiral. Yin & Yang.
 In my approach to any subject, object and abject, I’m in a constant 
state of “The two mind-interview.”
 The romantic I say.
 The romantic and its essence advocating a more “genuine” human  
interaction, believes in establishing rapport, trust and commitment, be-
tween interviewer and interviewee in the interview situation.
 This is a prerequisite in order to be able to explore the inner world 
(meanings, ideas, feelings, intentions) or experienced social reality of 
the interviewee. The typical ambition of interview studies is to accom-
plish “deeper fuller conceptualisation of those aspects of our subject’s 
lives we are most interested in understanding.” Words like deep, full  
experience, definition, meaning, view, and inter-subjective dominate 
these ideal interviews.
 We must make the interview more honest and reliable, because it 
treats the respondent as an equal, allows HimHer to express personal feel-
ings, and therefore presents a more realistic picture that can be uncovered  
using traditional interview methods.
 The question of what just constitutes a given intentional state is still 
poorly understood.
 I think there are semi-empirical problems in the foundation of cog- 
nitive science concerning the notion of trans sexuality/homosexuality/ 
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ambi-sexuality.
 And I don’t care about hearing them say that we have had an impressive 
progress of the physical and cognitive sciences because they have not shed  
significant light on the question of how and why cognitive functioning is 
accompanied by conscious experience.
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I NO WE CAN REIGN HERE
by ginger Brooks tak ahashi 

I found this in my notebook today, jotted down in conversation with 
UIrike, “…rubbing bodies and minds to generate art and ideas…” 
 I think it’s an answer to “How does a community that doesn’t re-
produce, reproduce itself?”—a question raised by one of the volunteer  
researcher/archivists at the San Francisco LGBT Archives where I was 
digging for reflections a few years ago.
 This question regularly shines before me, warming; and reminds me 
that what I do is part of this explicitly queer archival continuum. What 
LTTR has done as a team for five years now, I can define as Archiving 
contemporary gay spirit and action. We make documents. And we set up 
situations for people to come together, whether physically to dance and 
witness a performance or as literally as two texts sitting side-by-side or 
back -to-back on the pages of a journal printed one thousand times.
 LTTR was started in the same way I’ve done everything I do. If there’s 
a will, there’s a way. DIY. Steam, energy, sweat, many hands, many minds, 
and many bodies, and all the resources we share. In this sense, what we 
have done has ensured that LTTR is community-supported. LTTR is 
the submissions, artists, and support necessary to make each journal. 
The journal is borne out of all this commitment and love, not out of the  
studio/office/bank account of one and one interest, but rather a multi-
tude of energies.
 Each of us supports the economics of our collaboration with her 
labor. The ten dollars that are paid for each copy go toward production 
costs. The excess is set aside for future issues/project expenses. We have 
never paid ourselves. We pay for production and the project sustains itself 
from issue to issue. We work within our means and fantasies, amongst  
the resources available to us, and with the kindness, generosity, and be-
lief of many. 
 I remember when we released the third issue of LTTR, Practice 
More Failure, a fellow artist acquaintance approached me at our film/
video screening to congratulate us. He said something along the lines of, 
“You must be doing well…” and I had to explain that while we are doing 
well, we were actually in debt due to the printing of the journal (paid for 
mostly by credit card). And he said something that surprised and slightly  
offended me: that if something isn’t making money, then it isn’t success-
ful; sweetly criticizing our model. 
 And yes of course we could sell ads or find a sponsor to pay our  
expenses, but we are trying to develop a sustainable alternative model. 
We struggle with it all the time, but I think it is working. Embed the eco-
nomics of the project in the community—ask friends for help, buy/sell 
a copy of the journal, and participate in something that attempts a new 
strategy. 
 For this issue V, LTTR is working with Capricious for publishing 
and distribution. This new relationship has created a clearing where we 
can re-examine how we have been working. We want something more 
sustainable, to research and apply for grants, and to let LTTR into more 
bookstores internationally. LTTR can be better distributed. 
 While maintaining our love for creating something beautiful, 
thoughtful, and totally available, we have decided to raise the price of 
the journal. The value of ten dollars has changed over the past five years, 
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and still, we’re trying to be both affordable and realistic about covering 
the expenses. We hope the reception of this decision is met with under- 
standing.
 Since the first issue and the journal’s first release, our scenery has 
changed: more independent journals abound, more excitement/desire for 
queer work in public settings, and offers and invitations instead of always 
hustling.
 So where do we go from here? I think we’re with Helene Cixous,  
“…a blessing is the undetermined path.”

 

amifesto
by k8 hardY 

we do not operate within the comfort zone. that’s a fight. this is daily  
agonistic with a refusal to hide.
we are not bored.

we fight our insignificance. feminist.
we move around in silence and speak to the shock.
it’s shocking to laugh, it’s shocking not to take any shit.
it’s insane to say no.

needing desperately those safe boundaries within heterosexuality, 
we give no thanks. 
no pleasantries nor apology.
no gratitude to those who hide in the safety of heterosexual language.
it is not a sanctuary.
there is no more space to move around there, only to hide.

hope works best as a lie or calming device.
they call it future, they say it’s useful for us.
everything is not ok.
don’t give a shit about being an artist, give a shit about making someone 
mad maybe just making.
we die fast. and we don’t hide.

what is the gesture? as loud as these words.
aesthetics can be killed over and over and over, that’s it.
genius is patriarchal. 
do not be controlled by fears of hurting feelings 
with your political beliefs.

language, biology, is not destiny.
destiny can be a dreamy trip,
a nice fiction the facts.
the limits exclude, we know.

we read we write we think we look at what we have made.
i want to be a mess against this tradition of progress.
i do not exclude productivity.
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we look at our patterns of movement and touch and feel and grab you, 
bite you, leave a mark; indelible.
we move and we can not stop we will not be stopped.

reading is radical.
producing, making. activist projects.
not sitting on yr ass.
passivity, where does it take you?
conversations. old books. i’m on the phone.
out on the street, out.
we will play the game, players for the team.
don’t hate when you can jump in any moment.
happily, we pass the ball(s).
it’s heavy. it’s intense. 
don’t take it easy.
it’s so easy to party, the heteronormal.
the personal is political. still afterall.
feelings are facts. thinking is that.

 
 

Conceptually Nasty 
by emilY roYsdon

Welcome to issue 5 of LTTR, your scientifically queer collection of Pos-
itively Nasty hey gay art. This issue takes aim at our dreadfully dark  
political times and offers you inspiration with which to direct your  
action. Each piece in this issue is loud enough to momentarily quiet the 
bombs and hear the tune of resistance. For example, anal sex and foot-
wear are recommended for you to consider in planning your future.

Prelude: In a city threatened by curfew there is a tide of queer banditry 
giving space to the night. The transgressions are those of communion, a 
coming together to articulate and materialize the dissident demands of 
the denizens. 

Opening Scene: A public house, of baths or books we do not know, is 
open past hours and welcoming guests. An encounter of the ignoble mul-
titudes ensues. (You are one for picking up this Nasty trade.)

LTTR is an artist’s group of 4 feminists who revel in the honor of receiv-
ing and considering responses to our open call. My greatest delight is the 
ferocity of our conversations as we consider the proposition of each work 
and then later the ramifications of their proximity. In editing the jour-
nal we fashion a statement that represents both the intentions of our call 
and the responses we received. The process of editing issue 5 is singular 
in the journal’s history. We were aggressive and grabby. We were ‘concep-
tually nasty’ in our decision making, ourselves responding to the call to 
be Positively Nasty. We were hungry for explicit images that did not hide 
themselves or seek to diffuse judgment, but which named themselves 
and asked to be confronted. 

Conceptually Nasty

1. A process by which ideas and principles of a work form a rigorous and 
aggressive position in regards to their own meaning. 

2. A position that challenges the drive to form judgments rather than 
transform a model. 

3. A focus on identity that vindicates imaginative transitions and prefers 
elaborate schemas over sex. 

As well, in the conjunction of terms, the meaning is doubly articulated 
as Nasty faces the demand and is open to both material and intellect- 
ual concerns. For example, the term can evoke the: unknown, judged, tran-
sitional, transformational, historical, forgotten, confrontational, imagin- 
ative, utopian, progressive, personal, sexual, explicit, forbidden, and abject 
elements of any form it is applied to. 
 Used in a sentence: “A conceptually nasty pull from the world’s peace 
pipe.”
 With the boom of our five years loud all around we began issue V ask-
ing the big questions. For me, it’s a recurring drive to refurbish the tools 
of our trade and be diligent and deliberate in our development. Does LTTR 
continue to serve and inspire those who built it, claim it, and have grown 
with it? Are the terms of our engagement relevant to the contemporary 
fields of politics, aesthetics, gender and sexuality in a way that justifies our 
labor and enthusiasm?
 Thus far I have articulated LTTR as both an artist’s project and a site 
of discourse. I see no grave discrepancy in this formulation. As a site of 
discourse, this journal should accordingly hold a dimension of risk in its 
content. And as a collective artist’s project engaged in a politics it must 
make demands. LTTR thus becomes a site of encounter. Our practice is 
defined by our strategies as we create the arena in which these experi-
ences are staged. We are invested in poetics and language, action in lieu 
of protest, and the ability of sexuality to unsettle the subject. 
 The response to all of these questions is our light-footed persistence. 
Struggling to defeat the drama and institutionalization that plague 
groups and movements over time, LTTR edits this journal bare-breasted. 
Vulnerable and loving together, we hope that our commitment and  
strategies make evident an ecstatic resistance and vision for actions in 
these times. 

 

lTTR V Bulletin
by ulrike müller

We live in times of war.
 Now I find myself dragged out on stage. I didn’t even have time to 
check my reflection in a mirror, and I certainly don’t remember my lines. 
If I ever had any. I am feeling exposed and too self-conscious to charm or 
seduce. Can you love me anyway? And if so where can we go? I want to be 
taken and I want you to take me home, but I doubt there is an easy way 
out for either of us. 
  In a recent discussion the skeptical question about art’s potential 
to change the world came up. I said that I am sure it can, because it has 
changed my world in many ways. I remember feeling polemical as I said 
that, and I also remember hearing conviction in my voice. I’d like to hear 
that again. So I want to know what we can do for each other now. I want 
to hear words that cut to the bone. When things get nasty, a sense of ur-
gency prevails.
 And everyday the world outside continues as if nothing had hap-
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pened. Sometimes I get involved, feel alive and in the middle of it. At 
other times I drop out. Then it goes on without me. They say: Time heals 
all wounds. But while our bruises are healing we’re also dying. Which is 
another way of saying living. The half-empty way of putting it. We cannot 
imagine our own death. No matter how often we try, we remain specta-
tors of a scene. And I am not at all interested in spilling stage blood right 
now, just trying to peek over the brim of my horizon. Unstably balancing 
on the tip of my toes.
 In this scenario it is hard to recognize the real enemy. How can I, 
with any absolute certainty, distinguish between my own projections 
and real external dangers? Projection is a self-protective strategy. If in-
ner stimuli are too overbearingly unpleasant I treat them as if they are 
located outside of me, so I can use defense strategies that I don’t have to-
wards my inner life. If I produce the enemy then I must fight him. “The 
category of reality is unable to secure the political distinctions or effects 
it is required to perform.” (Jacqueline Rose)
 I feel the curtain rising. Soon the question of risk will be obsolete. 
Things I’ve never done before and no safety nets. No easy comfort from 
functional narratives. No perfection. No inscribing my project into the 
canon of critical art since the 1960s. No retreat into the predictable pow-
er scenarios of porn. No fantasy as distinct from reality. No recreational 
role-play. No indulgence in drama. No rules to guide experimental art 
making. No one book to read. I cannot even hold on to the crutches of 
political correctness anymore. 
 I feel anxious energy rushing through my body. I want to do mean-
ingful things. My world is this stage. I will seek allies among the dead, 
the absent and fictitious. I will search the archives, and distill schnapps 
from the windfall of history. I won’t let myself be disconnected from the 
larger picture. I will face my own murderous instincts. I’ll pull up my 
socks and get to work. I’ll suck my own toe for pleasure. I’ll fuck the man 
to get what I want. I will be true to my perversions. I’ll put my ambiva-
lence to work and my desire for beauty. I’ll embrace the absurd and the 
horrible. I’ll propose yet another model and I’ll push it further. I won’t 
look away, and I insist for you to look at me. And I’ll have to finally ac-
cept my need for recognition, because there is no way I can do this alone. 
Thanks for your companionship so far.
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Darla didn’t blink. She recoiled from sleep and worried that at 15 years 
old, with fame nowhere on the horizon, she may have missed the boat. 
Things were not well at home so she strayed as much as possible. 
To escape she dreamed of saving the deep blue sea. Underwater, in 
another universe, her goggles enlarged those big, blinkless eyes.  
The snorkel pushed her lip out in away that made her feel sexy.  
She had hands like tonka toy bulldozers. Always scooping him up and 
dumping him somewhere he didn’t want to be.

. . .

The sea cucumber could be described as a very angry guy or very  

funny guy depending on your disposition. Everyday Darla grabbed him,  

floating his rusty-orange body above the teal water into the hot  

August sun. The world of air was so heavy and loud…so over-lit. Darla 

marveled at his discomfort. The way he refused to puff up, even 

when she eventually returned him awkwardly onto a kelpy ledge. 

His body pulled in tight, constricted, he would roll in slow-motion  

down, down, down to the last possible ledge near a starfish. It was a  

good show. The sea cucumber was a guy who above all valued  

impossible dreams and Darla was full of them.

. . .

The first time I realized I had a dick I was 14 at my coke dealer’s apart-
ment. I sat and twitched and watched his girlfriend, Darla, watch TV. AJ, 
my dealer, obsessively cleaned one of his many guns.

Darla, the subject of my desire, would be dead in a month.

The smell of gun cleaner, (like sugar and blood), the repeated strok-
ing action, her fidgeting body on the couch next to him…I’ll admit, 
it was a major fucking turn on, but hell, when I was high on cocaine, 
sitting too close to a xerox machine was a major turn on. Being high 
made all the best possible tomorrows happen in one night. Until the sun  
came up.

Darla’s large eyes never seemed to damn blink. When she looked at me,  
always a half smile on her lips, I tried not to blink as well but my eyes 
would water up and I’d break it. She’d always win.

On the TV a Cyndi Lauper video played. It in it Cyndi ran from room to 
room while her daddy chased her and her girlfriends around the house. 
Her bangles catching light as she sang to the camera. “They just a wanna, 
girls just a wanna have fun.”

This was one of the most depressing apartments; black curtains nailed over  
every available window, long winter ahead full of static, sparkly heat that 
bit me every time I touched metal after scuffling across the shag carpet.

It was a living tomb. A place I wanted to move into and never leave.

. . .

The thing was, aside from their extraordinary nutritional value, sea  
cucumbers were about the most resourceful drama queens Darla had 
found in the deep blue. For example, when they eat, looking like a herd of 
orange carnations, munching their way through the rich organic mud, 
mouths too full to breathe—they simply breathe through their assholes. 
When provoked by fear or startled by a predator they would expel their 
internal organs. They then re-grow these organs, often leading to many 
domestic disputes. Complaints such as “Leave me alone, I haven’t got 
a pancreas” or “Not now, I’m growing a new liver” left a trail of resent-
ments and missed connections.

Their homes in the coral reefs were dying. The oceans had heated to  
unprecedented temperatures, killing the algae, turning the coral white.

Darla devised a plan, a dream. The more withered and harsh the reality 
the more grand and demanding the dream. She would start a campaign 
to save the sea. 

Darla was a saver.

He waited.

The next day she was back, air bubbles rising around her like molten sil-
ver globes as she scanned the ocean. He tried not to act desperate but 
he had counted the minutes until her return though he simultaneously 
dreaded it.

It was loss at first sight; Darla was all he thought about. He knew it would 

never work but that didn’t prevent him from being tortured by hope. 

If his hope had a face it would be like one on a “Lost Pet” flyer posted  

ubiquitously on tar soaked telephone poles. A face that cried “find me!” 

At last he resorted to puffing up. This always made her head turn. She 

swam down and scooped him up busting through the surface, holding 

him up for inspection to the sunlight. Although it was not really pure sun-

light, in his research he found that no such thing as pure sunlight existed.  

We have never known direct sunlight. Pure sunlight is a blue shaft falling  
perfectly straight, and probably the life of the earth would not endure it for  
an hour if submitted to its unchecked intensity. The ground-glass globe of  
air produces the white or yellow light, known to us as sunlight, and its 
intensity is absolutely dependent upon the density of the atmosphere—
the thickness of the globe. Everything officially labeled and named is only 

gossip. The sea cucumber reflected on how humans must feel when lan-

guage comes into their lives as tiny babies; what a great loss that must be.  

He loved the way she gasped for breath when they broke through the sur-

face of the water.

. . .

At the age of 19 Darla decided that living in a one-bedroom, wood pan-
eled apartment with a man twice her age wasn’t the life for her. She shot 
herself with one of his very clean guns. But on this night she was still 
alive. And I could have watched her watch television all night.

The ship has sailed. “Rise, Ye Sea Slugs!”

by silas hoWard 
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That was the night I got my first hard on. There it was, my phantom hard 
on. Actually it was my rolled up member’s only jacket, you know with the 
tag line “When you put it on something happens.” Anyway it rested over 
my leg and somehow the coke or something gave me this body high that 
made the coat feel like an extension of myself. Totally weird. I got up and 
got a glass of water just to cool down. When I returned AJ handed me 
the clean gun to put in the case so he could start in on the next one. As 
the metal barrel landed in my hand a big blue spark followed by a loud 
snap made me jump as though I was hit. That made her laugh for the 
first time all night. AJ woke from his chain cleaning to notice her laugh.  
She checked the clock and turned the channel to her favorite show—an 
episode of Mutual of Omaha. A narrator emotively gave the facts as the 
camera discovered the underwater world… “They sprout from beneath 
rocks like orange carnations…”

Their apartment was in the north end of town. Tar covered homes littered 
with rusty chevys and some of the butchest women I have ever seen, all 
straight as hell, yelling out doorways in gravelly voices at kids who had 
fallen in love with anger.

I wanted to save Darla, to be her knight in armor and rescue her 
from the apartment with the thick black curtains and the endless  
nights of gun cleaning and TV. When she smiled, it was as if she 
woke from a coma. I would do any stupid thing to make her laugh. I 
was hardly a candidate for saving anyone. She told me once that in 
one of AJ’s porno mags she saw a female centerfold who had a dick. 
“Can you believe that?” But she didn’t’ say it like it was a freak thing, she 
said it like it was a dream come true. “If I was gay, I would fuckin love 
to find a chick like that.” She stared at me with those damn un-blinking 
eyes and smirked. She knew exactly what she was doing.

If I could have gotten her out of the house… If I could have I’d have tak-
en her away to a place with no night. I’d take her to Trondheim, Norway 
where in summer the sun never goes down. Regret stole many days from 
me, an endless loop of “what if’s.” More evil than the worst come down 
off coke. Cocaine in the brain affects the pathway known as the “reward  
pathway”—the area of the brain activated when one has a pleasur- 
able experience like eating, sex, or receiving praise. It triggers an abun-
dance of joy; doubling the dopamine receptors one literally feels better 
then you’ve ever felt in your life. This works until the transmitters go 
on strike and then you need the drug just to feel like you did without it. 
Take from tomorrow and live extra big today.

In the end she blew off her head. AJ stopped dealing drugs and went into 
selling real estate. I landed a car in a tree trying to get out of town. 
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